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POEMS
“Poetry is an echo, asking a shadow to dance.”
Carl Sandberg

Following is a collection of eight
poems. These poems were
chosen for their artistry,
imagery and overall emotive
response.
Read them. Enjoy them. Feel
them.
For poetry is language made
flesh.
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POEMS

∏
BLACK
Tired bones lay in shards among the
trappings of the night.
Too heavy to rise from this shambles of a
life, rolling back into
That sweet oblivion that allows us to
dream.
The scenes comes sweet and heavy, no trace
of the failures of
This broken little life that yields no fruit,
raises no blessings.
But waking brings such misery.
Televisions play little broken melodies and
scream the evils of
Today’s news. This world is a waking
nightmare, and every
Minute of it is hated misery.
Knowing how the story ends is only half of
the battle. Accepting
That tomorrow’s sun is nothing is when the
heart stops beating

And the mind screams in agony.
To imagine thoughts of future days and
happiness brings an ache
To the dying heart like an unimaginable
longing. A longing to be
In the midst of love and chaos.
The eye of the storm of life. But some
pictures were never painted.
There are some things in this life that are
not meant to be. Twisted,
Broken. That is what lies inside here.
From the cradle to the grave, this is all that
was meant to be. Never
was a fate so sure, a future so banded in
steel and certainty. Tomorrow
is never so late.
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You mellow me and water down the flaming parts
That threaten to rip, tear and burn me to the ground.
In your kiss lies sweet surrender and blissful, endless
Icy cold. Its numbing eﬀects render even the tiniest
Parts of me yielding to your touch.

DEWDROPS
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If the winds were to shake me like the little leaves on
The endless, shedding trees, then even half your kiss
Could not do more. You quake me to the very core and
Just when it seems that my soul can fly no more, you
push me to the very brink of flame.
Nothing excites me half so much as laying down to that
Tender, sweet repose. Those lounging mornings half baked
In the heat of what transpires on the darkest moments of
Cooling autumn nights. Death and rebirth are lost in the little
Moments in-between our brief transparency.
The cobbles melt and mold and are transformed into something
New. Like the flowers that bloom again in the spring, rising up
From death with fervent life, unabated. You are the sun to warm
Those buds and raise them from the dead. You are the crisp and
Gentle breeze that raises Lazarus from eternity.
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To say there is nothing without you is akin to saying there is
Nothing without the moon, hanging still in space. Still day
Would rise over sand-drenched plains and molten pastures of
Gold and green. Lives would live and love would be lost and all
Would go to sleep in gentle, unawares.
But to lay down at night, beside that silent form is reason more
To fight against the “dying of the light”. It is moral and direction
In a world with so little left to love. It is moving and shaking inside
The delicate spheres of oblivion. You are the captivator and the annihilator. All things together amidst sinews and stitches.
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Flaming. Eternal. Struck forth in dreams of light and darkness;
There is no breach left to trespass. There is no flame left to dampen.
Around us, walls crumble and citadels crash into the tempest of the
sea.
Of birth and redeath, you are are everything and nothing
All in one. To be held in your arms
Is to fall, exquisitely, into blackness. Yet, each day we rise
Transformed in our love and hatred. We fight with demons
And rise with angels - nestling quietly somewhere in-between.
We shall wage this war, endlessly, standing stalwart to the vicious
Hands of Father Time. And tomorrow
Comes our destiny.
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DREAM A
LITTLE DREAM
Mottled in your broken bones and tiny
disintegrated dreams.
Yesterday soaks in the lime of a faded memory
and
Slips away into that delicate twilight.
The memory of caresses, kisses bathed in silk
and promise.
The breath knocked still in the undulating of
that
Moment that evaporates in thin air.
I rise and fall into the thrill of the promise and
the chase
Which leads me fast through hill, dell and
cityscape alike.
You’re everywhere and nowhere in-between.

Rapping of the fingers on the table top. You call for
wine
And a cigarettes to keep the dreams at bay.
That old, familiar smell of whiskey,
And the tumble back into yesterday. I slip and slide
and
Ride the waves of ecstasy. Between the sighs and
Exhales of prophetic failings,
That darkness creeps back in and swallows all the
light
That glides in from the morning sun. Nothing
But the empty bed beside.
Tomorrow we wake up in dreams, entangled in the
sheets
Of broken hearts and hated souls. The temptation
Of another day alone inside the broken pieces.
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I grasp the tiny pieces of the fabric that holds you
close
To the sinews of my surging hearts.
Folding over the ivory pendulum of my sparkling
bones
And threading into the little places
When you find darkness in the sullen repose away.
Keeping tiny hearts in cages with wings of brittle
ice
Behind great walls of stone and
Mortar that hold up all the broken bits that slice
into
The darkest places that you don’t
Want me to see. I hold my breath and sink below
the
Mottled, shimmering surface, and the depths reach
out
To swallow me again and pull
Me down below.
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A cacophony of shadows, and all I fear is fear.
Blood drips upon the page, and soul is ripped
From bone and set upon the paper like a fade
Upon the wicked.
Wraiths hang silent, growing fat upon their
Gluttonous trade. Fatted calfs upon the altar
laid with shards of a thousand tiny lives. This
Is life and death.
Breathless.
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Winding lost through pages burnt and shuﬄed.
The memory here, the pain, the loss. I feel her in
The black and twisting lines that trace the course
Of lovers’ sighs.
She is somewhere here. Hidden in the hatred
And condemnation. Waiting for that kiss of sweat
And steel. Carnal and primordial she stalks, a
beast among the tamed.
Oblivion
At once rage, wrapped neatly in the folds of
Propriety. Draped in a cloak of whispered mystery,
Concealing all but hated truth. The darkness folds;
Growths of nothing.
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Kiss upon the lips, petals alighting along the
Edges of a rose. It is all silk and fashion, fire
And lies. Engorged like gods, swollen on the
Nectar of heaven.
Death.
And shadow.
Always, shadow.
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I Shall Not
Y/Z

I shall not
Cling to the curtails of manipulators
and destroyers of the soul.
That
Seek to drive out what is
Good in me.
I shall not
Be dismayed by the tragic backstabbing
of those I thought patient
To
My cause which was was
So in line.
I shall not
Be broken, knelt, or felled by
simple people who know
Not
What they do to those who
Seek grace; redemption.
I shall not
Shed tears in blood for those who
would not do the same for
Me.
Those who seek only to destroy
What is good.

I shall not
Lament the life that has been lost
to me at the cost of worldly
Pleasure.
They are children feasting
Among the corpses.
I shall not
Fear those who cannot hold even
a candle in their very own right.
Or
Flee those that make mockery
Of men’s dreams.
I shall not
Stand in shadows long or
wait in the wings of those
Who
Are below the goals I seek
To meet in heaven.
I shall not
Quench the flame that burns
inside to drape the world in
Shadow.
This flame is mine and so
Shall it burn.
I shall not
Bend as the oak bends to the
wild caresses of the wind’s
Might.
But stand, proudly tall
Upon my purpose.
I shall not.
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Cold and broken, sitting like stone in
A coffin of ill design.
Traces of shadows, broken, dance upon
that shattered face of
Ice and broken veins. If danced once,
Your heart, then it it would
Ride a thousand beats of
Lover’s flames.
There’s nothing there, no pain no malice.
Nothing but that
Frozen waste of twisted hearts
And broken promises.
If ever laugh had passed those lips
Of steel, then heaven
Would reel upon that golden axis
And flicker, dead.
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Silence. Pitiless and cold. There
Is nothing holding sway
But the ticking of the dial in the
faded light of dawn.
Blink upon the light of the sun
And turn that face to
Cool in the shade of night.
You shall never melt.
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Q ANTIGONE R
Shuﬄing.
In the short, grey confines of the cotton-bound corridors, your heart trips like a
wire in the place of a bomb.
I crawl inside the burnt and broken edges of your tin-lined, rusted seclusion
and wait for the touches and screams that break like ice.
Silence.
Washed in the warmth of the undulating love that shows no bounds past the
bonds of eternal flame.
Shaded in the fading greys that tinge the shadows of this wanton gloom and
desperate play for power in the dark.
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Retreat.
Far out and past the brinks of the lonely wasteland of a harrowed soul ,
into the oblivion that waits in the silent solitude.
Casting far beyond the reaches of the corners of the mind into the broken
shards of blackened skies turned so lately blue.
Reach.
And fail to meet the shimmer of that lonely dream that fights to live
among the ruins of that passionate, blistering rain.
Beating, beating - fights to live again in broken wing and twisted mangled
dreams of your violet-painted heart.
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Touch.
And watch as tiny layers of broken veins - made of bitter glass - fall away
like pieces of spun sugar, silk and death.
Trace the little knots that make it whole and find the wasted thought that
once was all and nothing in the end.
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SHORT STORIES &
FICTION
Following is a collection of
short stories, ramblings and
a sample from the upcoming
novel, “Titan Shift”. Enjoy
these stories, as they
transport you to places of
horror, longing, love, life
and loss.
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STORY 1

Once, they were only blobs, dabs of grey and black.
Next, they became faces, shapes, dancing and cavorting
across the clean white surface overhead.

∏
Annie

She turned her face and looked at the small digital clock
that sat perched on the old mahogany bedside table. The
faded green numbers blinked at her in mockery. 2:38. There
was only a few more hours now. Just a few more hours and
the sun would be up, washing away the black and greys, and
turning the world around her back into a world of colour and
life. She sighed loudly and rolled away from the blinking
green lights.
Sleep, she thought, I must sleep or tomorrow will only be that
much harder.

Tick, tock.

She closed her eyes and listened to her heartbeat as her
head cradled into the soft down of the pillow. Before she
knew it, she was drifting away, the world fading around her
as her mind slipped into a cloud of blackness.

Tick, tock.
The clock ticked on and on. She stared up at the ceiling,
normally white, now cast in all the shadowy grey and black
hues of midnight. The house was silent, save for the ticking
of the clock, and the faint rustle of the wind as it brushed
against the old, white panels and the rusted metal roof of the
old farmhouse.

Suddenly, she was back in her childhood home. She
looked around her as she took in the house where she had
grown up. Everything was just as it had been in her earliest
days. There was the old, purple couch, with it’s faded floral
pattern. The old tv was resting against the pale, brown wall,
its surface rippling in a faded color broadcast of some
forgotten news broadcast. It even smelled the same, the faint
scents of cigarette smoke and laundry detergent, mixed with
the other familiar smells of family living.

The shadows on the ceiling shifted and changed as the
wind bent and battered the branches of the old oak tree
outside of her window. The shapes on her ceiling twisted and
change.
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would exclaim as she turned to face the little girl, “what are you
doing back there?”
As she reached out to touch her mother, a sudden lurch took
over her, and a silent scream escaped her lips as her mother burst
into flames. She shot back in terror as the flames engulfed her
mother, wreathing her in gold and orange and yellow. Her
mother screamed and turned to face her, flames erupting from
her mouth, her eyes dripping down the cracking and blackening
flesh of her face.
Annie lurched backwards, stumbling and tripping over her
own feet. She crashed down onto her backside as the flaming
wraith that was her mother bared down over her. She threw up a
hand, willing herself, vainly, to look away from the melting
monster that lurched towards her. The acrid smell of burning
flesh and frying muscled filled her nostrils, and drove herself
backwards until her back met with the cool wall behind her.
The thing that was once her mother reached out towards her
face. Annie closed her eyes and felt the heat of the flames that
consumed the body. The smell of cooking flesh filled her nostrils,
and made her wretch, vomit coming up and covering the front of
her body.
She could feel as the flames touched her skin, igniting her
face into flame. She felt her skin begin to crack and peel away as
her eyes burst and began to run down her face.
Suddenly, Annie’s eyes shot open, and she found herself
sitting bolt upright in her bed. The cool shadows of night had
faded away, and a delicate light was streaming through her
half-curtained windows. She felt her body tremble, and felt a
cool draft as it wafted across her sweat, drenched skin. Her

She walked down a long, brown hallway, and came into the
bright light of the kitchen. Her mother stood there, her back
turned towards her, quietly humming as she washed the dishes.
She reached down into the sink, her hands coming up, covered in
soap, and clutching the soft white porcelain of a dinner plate.
Her light brown hair was pulled up into a careless bun, her
features masked as she stared blankly out the blazing kitchen
window that hung just above the sink.
She made her way slowly to her mother. She was small
again. As short and quiet as a mouse. Her feet made no sound as
they moved across the worn wooden floor. She had always been
quiet in those days. Annie. Annie Mouse her father had called
her. But her mother always heard her, her mother always knew
she was there.
Somewhere, in the back of her head, something began to
niggle at her. There was something oﬀ here, something wrong. It
was a dream, just a dream. But it couldn’t be a dream. There was
her mother, as real as the daylight that flooded the kitchen, her
soft hums drifting softly from her downturned face. There were
the decorative plates, all in a line in the heavy, mahogany hutch,
nestled among the crystal and the teacups. There was the
wallpaper, dotted in the delicate twisting green vines and bursting
pink roses.
She was upon her mother now, only steps away. She reached
out, expecting to feel the soft cotton her her mother’s long, blue
skirt. She could smell her; that sweet floral smell of her favourite
perfume. It had been years since she had smelled that sweet
perfume. She could almost hear her now, “Annie Mouse,” She
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shadows leaving an uneasy feeling in her stomach. She felt the
worn fabric of thick, red rug that covered most of the space from
her bedroom door to the narrow, ancient steps of the staircase
that led to the downstairs foyer. She grimaced as she caught the
scent of bacon wafting gently up the stairs. The first step of the
ancient, crooked stair groaned loudly under the weight of her first
descending step.
She lilted down the narrow staircase and emerged into the
cool shade of the foyer. This side of the house was facing the
south and the light had not yet penetrated its stillness. She could
hear the sounds of the kitchen now, the familiar sizzle and
popping of the bacon as it friend in the pan, a juicer whirling
faintly in the background. She stepped from the shadows into the
brilliant light of the kitchen and looked at the woman with long
grey hair that stood over the aged gas stove. She looked up as
Annie stepped into the light, and her face stayed frozen neutral
blank and expressionless.
They took each other in for a few moments until the older
woman spoke at last, “You don’t look nearly as bad as I thought
you would.”
“How did you get in?”
“I have a key, don’t I? You’re not the only one with rights to
this house, you know.”
Annie stared at the woman for a moment before moving
slowly to the side, taking a seat at the little french provincial table
the sat ensconced in the middle of the large bay window. She
looked down at the pristine white table top, and ran her fingers
listlessly over the top. It was a long time before she could bring

heart was pounding still, heaving with her chest as the
breaths came deep and ragged. She reached up and touched
the skin of her face, which still tingled with the terror of her
dream .
Dream.
It had only been a dream, nothing more. It was the stress of
everything getting to her. It was the fear of what awaited her
today.
She rose from the bed and looked over at the blinking clock.
It was 6:30 in the morning, time for her to begin the day. The
hardest day of her life. Around her, the sounds of day were
beginning to break around the old farmhouse, lilting their way
into the cracks and crannies of the old house. It was as if the
world had forgotten the blackness that loomed over this day. It
was as if burying her mother meant nothing to the world around
her.
Annie shuﬄed over to the wardrobe, and drew out a
knee-length, black dress. It was a plain dress, made of thick
cotton, and hugged her curves and figure. She shrugged oﬀ the
soiled silken pyjamas from the night before and tossed them into
the corner. She wiggled into the cool cotton dress, and struggled
as she pulled the long. bronze zipper up the back. She looked at
herself in the mirror. The reflection that stared back at her was
not that of a little girl, but a woman grown, her features drawn in
sadness. She couldn’t remember what it was like to smile. Not
anymore.
She made her way to the bedroom door and out into the
shady hallway beyond. She crossed the hallway quickly, the
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herself to speak again. The old woman’s back was turned to her
now.
“I don’t know if you should be here, Leslie. I don’t know if
she would have wanted that.”
The older woman turned around suddenly.
“I was her sister, wasn’t I? This was our family’s house, long
before you were even thought of. I’ve as much a right to be here
as you, if not more.” The bacon crackled and popped angrily in
the pan behind the old woman.
Annie’s mind flashed back suddenly to her dream and the
woman at the window, wreathed in flame. “I only meant that I
know about what happened...at the end. I don’t think she would
have wanted you hear. Not after...”
“You’ve got some gall,” Leslie snapped at Annie, “talking to
me like that. After what you’ve done. After everything you did? I
can’t believe you have the nerve to even show your face in this
house.”
Annie’s stomach lurched, and her vision began to swirl. She
could not possibly had known. Had she talked in the end after
all? Who else could she have told. What had her guilt and fear
wracked body whispered in the end? Into whose ear had she
whispered all the secrets of her heart? Annie looked quickly away
from the woman and back at the smooth white surface of the
table. Her nails picked distractedly at a small chip in the creamy
surface.
“I...I didn’t know you knew.”
“Of course I knew, ” she snapped again, “you’re my niece
and her heart was broken. Of course I knew. She had no one else
to turn to.”

Annie looked at her aunt, and shuddered as she saw the
anger and hatred that sat seething behind those light blue eyes.
They were just like her mother’s, those eyes. Had she ever seen
such hatred behind those eyes? The thought of the flames rushed
before her again, the blue eyes of her mother exploding into jelly
and pouring down her charred and cracked face. Annie changed
the subject.
“Will you be coming to the funeral today, then?”
“Well of course I will,” her Aunt Leslie responded, her voice
cold steel. “I thought I would cook a nice breakfast. Thought I
would cook some for you as well, since it’s what Sarah would
have wanted.”
Her eyes were still hard as stone, but her tone suddenly
softened from hatred to stern disapproval. Annie looked back up
at the woman and nodded her head curtly.
The two women made it silently through breakfast.
Finishing before her Aunt, Annie rose to wash her plate. She
strode as quickly as she could out of the blinding light of the
kitchen, receding to the cool, sweet darkness of the stairs. She ran
up the stairs and back to her bedroom, pushing the door shut
quickly behind her. She walked slowly over to her vanity and sat
down in front of the smooth silver surface of the mirror.
She stared blankly at the lank brown hair that hung limply
from her head. Her eyes were a bright, vibrant blue, the eyes of
her mother and her aunt, “Healston eyes,” she whispered to no
one. She began to play with her hair restlessly, trying futilely to
shape it into more than a boring bob. After a few moments with
little success, she opted for a simple pony tail, and let her bangs
fall carelessly in her face. Down below, she could hear the sounds
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of her Aunt Leslie, as she cleaned up after the mess of breakfast,
and then made her way down a long hall to the spare bedroom
located downstairs.
“I thought she would have taken mother’s room,” Annie
whispered to the emptiness again. Her Aunt seemed to be taking
it all quite hard.
Suddenly, there was a rapping on the door. Annie jumped in
her seat, her heartbeat rising to a rapid staccato. She stared at the
door, her hands frozen on top of the vanity.
“Annie,” it was the voice of her Aunt Leslie. How long had she
been sitting idly, staring into the mirror? “Yes,” she answered as
bravely as she could.
“Let me in, Annie. I have something that I need to give
you.”
Annie rose and shuﬄed across the smooth wooden floor.
She turned the old brass nob slowly, and grimaced as she heard
the familiar creaking of the heavy white door.
Her Aunt Leslie stood in the doorway, swallowed in shadow.
She was smaller than Leslie thought, this close; tiny and old. She
had only been six years older than her mother, but her mother
had never aged like this. Even until her last moments, mother
had been radiant, nearly ethereal in her presence. She was the
very air of womanly charm and grace. Not so this woman, this
was a woman that nature had not cast its favour upon. This was a
woman bent under the weight of her struggle and fight for love,
life and aﬀection.
Leslie looked down into her Aunts eyes and stood silently,
waiting for the old woman to speak. She stepped forward and
thrust her hands into the light. In them, she held a small wooden

box. It was plain and unremarkable. It was quite worn, as if it had
been handled many times, over and over again, and the sheared,
levelled edges of the box hinted that it had been carved by hand
sometime long ago.
“What is it,” Annie asked.
“Just take it,” Leslie responded, much quieter than she had
been before, “your mother always wanted you to have it. ”
Annie frowned. Why hadn’t her mother just given it to her
then? Or left it somewhere for her to find? Why was Leslie giving
this to her now. She hadn’t even been there at the very end.
“Why are you giving this to me? What is it?”
Leslie continued to look up at Annie, never taking her eyes
from her face. It was like those eyes could see right through you,
seeing every sin, making every tiny judgement. Annie hated those
eyes. Her stomach turned and she focused her eyes upon the tiny
box.
“Just take it. Don’t make this a fight. It’s been in the family
for years, and your mother would have wanted you to have it.
She left it with me for a little while, but by rights, it goes to the
oldest female child of the oldest daughter. Like it or not, that’s
you.”
Annie looked at Leslie suspiciously, but took the box
gingerly from her hands. It was warm to the touch, and much
heavier than it looked. She moved to open the box, when her
Aunt’s hands flew up and clamped down over her own.
“No!” The old woman’s face was twisted with anger. “You
open it in the privacy of your own room. Gifts from the
heart...they shouldn’t be shared with those they weren’t meant for.
Didn’t your mother teach you anything?”
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Annie looked at Leslie, baﬄed and confused by her sudden
outburst. She simply nodded and moved to return to her
bedroom. Leslie backed away and turned sharply on her heel,
retreating down the narrow, twisting staircase and back into the
shadows of the lower house. Annie held the tiny box to her chest
as she shut the heavy door behind her. She walked over to her
bed, which still bore the crumpled sheets from the night before,
and threw herself down heavily. She placed the tiny box in her
lap, and placed her hands to either side.
If this gift was so precious, why did she have no idea what it
was? Her mother had been a simple woman, with simple tastes.
She didn’t collect anything, didn’t have any debts and rarely
bought anything that might clutter her “perfect home”. She wore
no rings, and never bought herself anything ostentatious or
gaudy. Annalisa Smith had been a modest woman to her core.
Annie opened the box slowly and gasped as the saw the
most stunning coral and pearl cameo staring up at her between
folds of rich, pink velvet. She lifted it by its delicate silver chain
and held it up into a pane of light that shone in from the tall
white french window beside her vanity. A woman of perfect
porcelain skin turned before her. She had a long slender neck,
and delicate tendrils of ivory hair cascaded gently behind her. She
was nestled atop the richest, most delicate salmon colored coral
that Annie had ever seen. The chain, while dainty, was dark and
showing signs of age, and here and there, dark black spots dotted
its surface.
She had never seen this necklace before. Every since she had
been little, her mother had reviled the wearing of jewellery.
Annalisa Smith had even forgone wearing her wedding ring,

citing that she found it to be “ostentatious” and “contrived”.
Annie looked at the necklace and felt a wave of confusion wash
over her. Whose necklace was this? This couldn’t be her mothers.
While it was beautiful, it was unlike anything she was ever like to
wear.
The necklace twisted and turned in the light before Annie’s
eyes. Suddenly, something caught in the corner of her eye, and
she looked down at the tiny wooden box. There, barely visible
among the folds of the thick, pink velvet, a small white corner
jutted up proudly against the faded wood of the little brown box.
Thinking it no more than a play of the light, Annie picked at it
with her finger and thumb. She soon found herself drawing a tiny
little letter from the box, the pink velvet rising slowly and falling
away into her lap. The little note fell open as she lifted it, and she
recognised the smooth and curling cursive of her mother’s hand.
Annie, the letter began, if you’re reading this, it means I’m gone. If
you’re holding this note, it can only mean that I have left my body
and moved on to some place greener and kinder. Annie’s eyes welled
with tears, and she dropped the sparkling necklace into her lap,
placing both hands on the small note, pulling it open to it’s full
width.
You will be a woman grown now, or near as, the letter
continued, and it is time that you learn the secrets of your family.
This necklace is only the start of those secrets, but I hope you will find
the strength to carry them and make them your own.
Annie’s confusion deepened. Family secrets? Make them
your own? What was her mother talking about. She turned the
paper over to try and find a date. Had she written this in a final
moment of delusion. The paper began to crumble on the edges.
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This note was much older than her mother’s final days. This paper
was yellowed and stained with age. This was a note that had been
written long ago. Annie looked frantically at the final paragraph.
This is where she would find her answers.
“You must wear this necklace now, Annie. This secret, this
burden must be your own. Please know, I did all that I could. I
did not want this to be your destiny. I love you Annie, and I
always will. Will be seeing you, Annie Mouse.”
Annie read the note over and over, looking for any further
clues or answers. There was nothing that revealed the meaning
behind her mother’s words, nothing that gave even a hint as to
the cryptic meaning behind the riddle of her mother’s words. This
not had been written years ago, when she was still Annie Mouse.
What could her mother possibly have hidden from her? Her
mother was simple woman, a modest woman. They were not a
family with secrets. Her mother was not a woman with secrets.
Her mind flew back to breakfast and her Aunt Leslie’s vague
answers and words. There was something wrong here.
“But everything is wrong here now,” Annie whispered to
herself. “Your mother is gone and she’s never coming back.
Nothing will ever be right again.”
She rose and walked over to her plain white vanity again.
She leaned over and looked at her reflection in the mirror. There
was no use thinking about this note, she thought. Today, she had
to bury her mother, and there was no time to think about silly
notes. This was just a pretty family heirloom that her mother had
wanted her to have - nothing more and nothing less. Her aunt
had said as much to her when she had handed her the box. This
was handed down from one woman to the next in the family; her

mother had probably just grabbed an old piece of paper to scrawl
out her note on, nothing more sinister.
She held up the sparkling cameo in the mirror and held it
against her pale white skin. It matched fabulously with her rosy
cheeks and ivory complexion. She would have to wear it for her
mother, she suddenly realised. This was a part of her, somehow or
someway, and she had wanted that to be a part of Annie now.
She clutched the clasp of the necklace, and pulled the silver
chain around her neck. The tiny silver clasp clicked silently
together, and the heavy weight of the coral and pearl pendant fell
upon her chest.
The world suddenly turned to agony, and she screamed in
pain and panic.
As flames burst from her mouth and ears and skin, she
turned to face the door of her room, which was swinging open
slowly, silent beneath the roaring of the flames inside her head. As
the pain overwhelmed her, she could see the tiny, bent frame of
her Aunt Leslie as she stood in the shadow of the doorway. In her
there was no longer hate, only pity and sadness.
“Oh, Annie,” she whispered quietly, “I really thought you
would be strong enough, I really did. We both thought you
would be strong enough.”
Annie lurched towards the cool darkness of the doorway. A
screamed echoed around her, she reached a hand out to her aunt
and screamed as she saw the flames erupting from her fingertips,
the once creamy skin cracking and twisting beneath the heat of
the fire.
The last thing she saw, before the pressure exploded behind
her eyes and she felt their bubbling jelly pouring down her face,
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was her aunt with a lone tear trailing down a leathered cheek.
Leslie’s brittle grey hair was falling away, like sheathes of ash. The
skin of her forehead was splitting and ripping away, and the
bloody, hairy flesh of the feline beast was rising as it ripped
through Leslie’s once wrinkly and weathered skin.
“It got our sister, that necklace,” she whispered, “and it’s
gotten you too. Oh, Annie, poor Annie. The necklace gets us all
in the end. You were just never one of us.”
Annie collapsed and felt no more.
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lady. The glint of a silver comb caught her eye, and she moved

STORY 2

∏
Southern Gothic

slowly towards the little table.
There was thin layer of dust that covered the entire surface of the
vanity like a blanket. All the little boxes still sat, just as she had left
them. This one was full of rouge, that one full of the thick black pins
that held back her blonde curls. Her perfume bottle still perched
proudly on top of a little silver box topped in a shining blue
stonework. The little rubber pump that jutted from the curving glass
bottle was covered in the remnants of a broken spider web. She
reached for the bottle, dusting away the dust and the cobwebs. She

Her fingers traced the the intertwined fibers of the soft, cream

pressed the bottle to her nose and sighed as she inhaled the delicate

gossamer. It was overlain with the delicate white lace that her

floral scents. It smelled of hope. Of promise. It smelled of all the

mother had brought from the heavy cedar chest. The faint smell of

naivety of her youth. A sudden step behind her broke her from her

the rich, red wood seemed to lilt lightly from the dress. It was such a

reverie.

fragile thing, all silk and lace and gossamer. It made Lara’s stomach

“We’ll need to move on soon.” She kept her back to him, her hand

lurch and tears sting her bright blue eyes. It’ll be yours one day. The

still clutching the little dust-covered bottle. She dipped her head and

words played over and over again inside her head, like one of those

took a breath. “I know. I was just…” her words trailed off. Skip

show records on repeat. So much was changed now, so much would

looked at her sadly.

never be the same. Her fingers absent-mindedly traced the floral

“I know this hurts.” She could feel his eyes as they crawled over

spiderwebs of old, lace pattern. She looked around the small, wood

her back. That stupid, southern pride welled up in her again. She

shackled room.

didn’t want his pity. Pity didn’t matter now, none of it did. She sat

Everything sat as it had always been. It was as if all of the drama

the little bottle back on the silver box and turned to face him,

and horror had not been able to touch this room; the room that time

gathering her thoughts and indignation as she went. She drew

forgot. The little white vanity still sat daintily in one corner, its

herself up.

surface covered with all the trimming and trappings of a respectable
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“This is nothing to me now. Nothing. What could this possibly

“I know,” she answered coldly, “I’m ready. There’s nothing here

mean now?” His eyes never moved from her face as she spoke, their

for me.”

incessant green taking in every movement of her lips as they formed

His smile dropped and he continued to study her for only a

the words she spoke. It was like he was looking through her, seeing

moment more before turning his back to her and walking slowly out

the painful memories that filled her head now. The rage swelled up in

of the room. His boots made a heavy noise on the rough-hewn

her again, but her face remained numb and icy. Her voice was

wooden floors, and a trail suddenly appeared in the heavy layer of

already fading away into the deafening silence of the grim little

dust that covered the floor. His steps now masked her own.

room. The dust was a suffocating, dampening cloud, that shrouded

She looked around the room once more, taking in the dirty, floral

her words and forced them down and back into the deadly

curtains and the thick, moth-eaten comforter that covered the bed.

memories.

She had been so happy here once. But that had been in another time,

“It is nothing…and it’s everything.” He always spoke to her this

in another life. There was nothing but the fire now, the hunger. She

way, prophetically, shortly and full of riddles. He was like her eternal

turned back to the vanity and traced her hang along the surface, her

sphinx, the shadow of the past that followed her everywhere now.

eyes lighting in the line of shining brown that parted the dust and

He was always watching her with those green eyes of his, never

grime. She looked up into the dirty, silver mirror, grimacing as her

missing anything. He presumed always to know her innermost

reflection looked back faintly at her. This was the same face of that

thoughts, her innermost feelings. She would not let him have this.

happy, hopeful girl that had once sat here getting ready for hours.

Not here. Not these memories; not these feelings.

This was the same girl that had used these combs and trappings, that

“Don’t presume to know my feelings,” Lara snapped at him

had once worn that dress. But that girl was dead.

sharply, “this is nothing to me now. How could it it be? Just a little

She could still hear Skip behind her, somewhere in the house,

human sentiment. Nothing more. Remnants of a dying breed.” He

wondering through the other rooms filled with the trappings and

smiled, but his eyes never left her face. He finally chuckled lightly

trinkets of that former life. She heard a loud snap as the lid to

and looked down, holding the weathered felt hat between his hands.

something heavy fell, heard him as he continued to roam quietly

“All the same. We’ll have to leave soon. We can’t stay here.”

further into the quiet darkness. She looked into the pulsating blue
eyes of her reflection. This was the only difference now, the eyes.
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Much sharper, much bluer. These were not the eyes of a hopeful

family had once been, all the great things they had done. Perhaps

little girl, they were the eyes of a demon, a witch.

none had ever swayed Lara quite like the story of her necklace. All

Her fingers bumped against something, and she looked down to

the other stories her mother told her always seemed to be about the

see her hand resting on the cool silver of a little cigarette case. The

greatness of the men in their family, but this had been the first and

top was covered in a thousand tiny colored stones, each one fixed

only story her mother had ever told her that had been about the

closely to the other, to form the picture of the holy virgin, holding in

women. The story went that once, a long long time ago, before their

her lap the plump little figure of the baby savior. She wanted to

family had ever come over on the great, stinking wooden ships of the

laugh suddenly, seeing that picture of holy family in the middle of all

Old World, the Shipton family had enjoyed great wealth and

this death. If not for Skip’s return, she would have laughed. It was

prestige. They had been known as the epitome of culture and grace,

too funny seeing such pictures after everything that had happened.

and people had come far and wide to court their favor.

Her hand closed around the case, and she pulled it from the dust and

Where this family had lived had always seemed to be a debate,

the grime of the vanity. Her eyes studied the case, and she turned it

and what they had done to achieve such status seemed to change

over in her hands, the cool metal sending a shiver through warmed

with each telling of her mother’s long and laborious tales. But the tell

skin. She pressed the tiny clasp and case opened slowly in her hands.

of Lady Claude had been different. Any time her mother had told

Inside was the pretty, antique necklace her mother had given her

this story, each telling had been the same. Lady Claude had been the

the day of her wedding. It was as if time hadn’t touched it. It still sat,

most beautiful woman in all the land. At the age of eighteen, men

pristinely, amongst the sold red velvet of the cigarette case, the large

had come from far and wide to court her. She was the sparkling

ruby that hung from it throbbing in the delicate moonlight of the

jewel of all the realm, being able to speak seven languages, play

abandoned room. She pulled the necklace out, setting the forgotten

several musical instruments, dance and hunt, and even paint and

case back among the trappings and trimmings of her former life.

draw as well as the masters of her time.

The necklace was set on a long, thin silver chain, and was clasped

On her eighteenth birthday, her father, a duke, had hosted a great

tightly in four silver bands. According to her mother, this necklace

ball, inviting all of the greatest and most noble minds from across the

had once belonged to a great lady in England. Her mother had

kingdom to join them. He had hoped, and indeed expected, that his

always liked to tell her stories. All the ones about how great their

beautiful Claude would meet a handsome suitor there, who would
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promptly ask for her hand, uniting their families in wealth, power

Duke. Never before had she seen this dark and hysteric side of him.

and splendor. But that night, nothing had gone according to plan.

In tears, Claude had fled to her room in the East Wing of the home.

The suitors had all shown up to the ball, just has the Duke had

The Duke had retired to his rooms in sullen silence, sure that, in the

planned, and Claude had dazzled them all, showing up sparkling and

morning, all would be set to rights and Claude would see the error of

resplendent in her gown of ivory. She had danced with them, toasted

her ways.

them, listened to their every joke and story with rapt attention and

In the morning, the Duke’s valet had shown up at the usual time,

timely giggles. They had all been charmed with her, some swearing

his face looking stricken and pale. In a moments time, as the lord laid

they would give their very lives for just an opportunity for one dance

still in his bed, he had disclosed all to the Duke. Claude was gone.

more. Everything was going according to plan, but when the clock

Runaway with one of the handsome groomsmen that had tended the

struck twelve o’clock, and all the suitors had left, Claude had

horses of their stables. His name was Renaud. She had left a letter

remained behind, alone. When the Duke had asked her who she

behind describing all. She was in love with Renaud, and had been

would take as a husband, she had declared that none of the suitors

for years. She could not marry any of her father’s lordly choices,

was worthy of her hand, and that she would not wed.

because her heart belonged to another. It broke her heart, she wrote,

Her father, suddenly forced to accept the failure of his plan,

to leave him in such a manner, but she could not be the lordly

became enraged. He railed at Claude angrily, telling her that she

daughter of a lordly Duke if her heart could not be free, if she could

would choose one of the suitor’s and would make a match suitable

not be happy. The Duke had wept as the valet told him of the

for the family. He had told Claude that if she did not heed him in

account, his tears soaking the front of his dressing gown. When the

this, she would be cast out, into the cold and the wilds of the

valet was done recounting the story, he had stepped forward slowly,

kingdom, and that he would never set sights on her again. She would

presenting the Duke with the delicate ruby necklace Claude had left

be poor, broken and penniless. She would be laughed at and mocked

beside her detailed letter. It had been the necklace she had worn the

from every corner of the kingdom. No more would she be the

night before.

daughter of the Duke, but a beggar on the roadside.

Claude was never seen again. The Duke had died penniless and

According to the tale, Claude had wept at her father’s sudden

alone, spending the last of his wealth trying to find his dear little

wrath. She had been the much loved daughter of a gentle and loving

daughter, trying to apologise to her for the wrong he had done her.
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He had searched all across the kingdom and the world for his

“Yes, it’s time to go.” She moved towards him and felt his eyes

daughter, even sending ships to chase rumors in the New World, but

move to the ruby pendant around her neck. “That’s nice,” he smiled,

she was never seen or heard from again.

“family heirloom?”

Lara stood, clutching the little silver and ruby necklace. Her

Her skin began to crawl again, and she suddenly felt ashamed.

mother’s voice was ringing in her head, recounting the tales over and

“Yes,” she whispered, “it was my mother’s.”

over again. It had only ever been a story to Lara, her favorite story,

“Ah,” Skip responded quietly, “well…we all need something to get

but the day her mother had placed this necklace in her hand, it had

us through, right?” His smile was still there. She had the sudden

become a reality. Follow your heart, she had whispered into her

urge to smack it off of his face. He had no business here. He had no

daughter’s ear that day. Follow your heart and watch all of your dreams

right to her memories, no right to judge her. This was more than he

come true. No one can touch you when you are on the road of the heart.

would ever be able to understand.

She let the heavy ruby pendant fall from her hand, dangling on

“Can we just go?” She could feel the rage contained just below

the silver chain. She looked in the mirror as she lifted the necklace

her question, and knew that he could too. The muscles in his neck

and fastened it around her own neck. It was cold against the creamy

tensed, and she thought he was about to respond, when he suddenly

white skin of her chest. A ray of moonlight caught the ruby and it

turned and walked out of the room, not making a sound.
She breathed an audible sigh of relief when they emerged from

glinted violently in the grime of the rusting mirror. She heard Skip’s

the dark doom and gloom of the house onto the wide covered front

footsteps behind her once again.

porch. The scent of magnolias and dogwoods was overwhelming,

“We have to go now, there’s no more time, lovely.” His husky
voice seemed to desecrate the silence of her raging memories. It

though their shape could just be made out of the gloom on the

seemed almost sacrilegious here, among all these off-cast and

distant edge of the yard. Swarms of lightening bugs danced and

abandoned pieces of her former life. It was as if he, the centerpiece

flashed all around the porch, the gentle chirp of crickets and cicadas

of her new existence in this terrifying new world, had been hurled

accompanying their wild dance. As they descended the creaking

headlong into the past, his very presence an affront to the sacredness

front steps into the cool night air, he stopped and looked at her

of her mortal memories. The sudden revulsion made her skin crawl.

again.

She turned and faced him, the anger gone out of her now.
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“You know, there is nothing to be ashamed of. I was serious, what

had before. Every cell in her body was screaming, danger, danger. It

I said back there. We all need something to get us through.

was just behind them. They had to make it to the car. They must.

Especially now. It’s okay to be sentimental every now and then.” His

Suddenly, they could see the glinting, hulking shape of the old

green eyes studied her, glowing in the darkness. Her bright blue eyes

Plymouth just beyond the tree line in the dark. Lara nearly screamed

looked back at him, blinking, but revealing nothing of the tumulting

in happiness at the sight of the old, beat up hunk of metal. Her

emotions that battled inside of her.

elation was suddenly ripped from her as her body reminded her of

“Thank you for your astute observations, Skip. Let’s just leave

what moved just behind them. Her eyes flew to Skip, who’s eyes

this as what it is, a necklace. It’s a nice necklace. My mother gave it

were set in utter fear and concentration on the car. She knew he

to me. Can we just get back into town?” His hands were on his hips

could feel it too, the presence behind them, the emanating hatred. If

now, and she knew she was about to receive another lecture. The

it caught them, all would be lost, everything would be over for them

smell of the heady night air was becoming almost overwhelming. A

both. The most horrible death imaginable was within reach of them

sudden noise on the edge of the darkness snapped them both from

now.

their confrontational reverie. Skip turned from her suddenly in the

Then the car was there in front of them, and Skip was wrenching

darkness, turning towards the noise. A shape shuffled out slowly

open the door, throwing her inside. Then there was slamming, snarls,

from the gloom.

growls, and they were suddenly flying away from the edge of the tree

Skip turned back, grabbing her arm. “We have to go, now.”

line, the darkness fading all around them as they pulled into the

He didn’t need to tell her twice. They were running wildly

brilliant white light of the moon-soaked fields that surrounded the

through the darkness now, back towards the car that was parked in

house. There was one last sound of shattering glass, and screaming

the heavy shadow of the woods to the back of the house. Lara’s heart

as something was ripped away from the rear window, then nothing

was racing as she willed her body to stay close to Skip. She could

but the loud, excited roar of the old Plymouth’s engine. Lara could

feel his hand digging into her flesh like the grip of a steel jaw.

not bring herself to look back.

Branches and twigs grabbed at their faces and their hair, gnarled

She looked over at Skip instead, his face focused forwards, his

roots rising up to grab them and pull them down to their doom. Her

white knuckles clutching the worn leather steering wheel. She could

lungs were screaming for breath, her pulse racing faster than it ever

hear his heart racing from here, hear his blood pumping frantically
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through the tiny veins and arteries that laced and traced their way

side of the road. Most of them were old and busted up, having long

across and under his skin. She suddenly felt guilty for the way she

ago been foraged for whatever working parts they had. No one

had spoken to him, for the way she had acted back in the house. This

really had cars now. The survivors didn’t really need them.

was all her fault. She should never have asked him to bring her all

Lara could feel the dawn approaching as their Plymouth rounded

the way out here. She had known the risks. What if they had been

a corner and the little town splayed out in front of them, blooming

captured? Or worse? She placed her hand on his arm.

up from the dark bark of the trees that surrounded it like some

Skip looked over at her, a sudden and visible look of relief

magical and forgotten kingdom. Her arms were no longer around

spreading across his face. He felt suddenly ashamed too, she knew,

Skip, but her head still rested on his shoulder. He had both arms

thinking of the tales he had told her. She knew the memories that

back on the steering wheel now, and was looking forward at the

must be tracing through his mind, the horrors he must be reliving

town with some kind of grim determination that she could not

even now. Her stomach dropped, and she scooted across the wide

determine.

leather seat and nestled her body against him, the soft leather of his

It was these moments that made her love him the most. These

jacket cool against her face. She put her arms around his shoulders

moments when he rose like the heroic savior, and she knew that, as

and heard the engine swoon as he lowered the gear. He brought an

long as they stayed together, everything would be okay; they would

arm up and wrapped it around her, one arm still on the steering

make it out of this somehow.

wheel, the telling white of the knuckles still there. Skip leaned his

It would be dawn soon. In perhaps just an hour or so. Already,

head to the side and laid it on top of hers.

she could see the snaking tendrils of light making their way over the

They kept driving into the night that way, neither one of them

tops of the trees on the horizon. They would have to get into the

willing to look back at the cool wind that was rushing in from the

town and get settled down quickly. Lara knew that Skip could feel it

busted rear window. Nothing needed to be said right now. This was

too, but there was no sign from him, as their car moved on at the

a broken time for broken people. They continued to drive on

same speed. She broke their silent reverie suddenly with the obvious.

through the darkness, eventually finding their way back to the empty

“We’re going to have to get underground soon, Skip. The sun is

road. They drove on and on through the night, back towards the

coming up.” Her voice seemed to jolt him, like his soul had been in

tiny, abandoned town. Every now and then, they saw a car on the

another place, in another time, and her voice was the electric surge
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that brought him back to their grim reality. He frowned. “I know,”
he responded quietly, “we just need to figure out where.”
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SECTION 3

The shadows made Garett nervous. He looked around the

∏
Titan Shift

quiet wood anxiously.
“I thought we were told it wouldn’t be this far in.” Garrett
said, looking around the wood suspiciously, as if, at any

(An Excerpt)

moment, a great knobby, ancient arm of bark would spring
to life and snatch him away from the gnarled old man at his
side.
“Well, they didn’t expect it to take us this long to find it.
Huck, huck.” The old man quickly pulled a dirty, spotted

The woods around them seemed to tremble in silent
anticipation. The shadows were deeper here, longer and

handkerchief from behind a panel of thick, black armour. He

darker than those in the city. Somewhere, off in the distance,

clutched it to his mouth as a vicious wave of coughing

a frightened eisk took flight, its wings beating a cacophony of

overcame him. As he pulled it away, Garett noticed it was

trepidation against the dense foliage of the canopy. With

covered with bright, scarlet patches.

apart from those wings, the woods sat silent and frozen -

Garett looked away from the old man and turned his eyes

there were no signs of life here, nothing but the soaring

to the canopy above. There was no movement, nor any below

shadows of the trees, lying long and dark among the earth

for that matter. Nothing scampered from beneath the trees,

below. The trees stood bundled tightly together, great knots

no birds moved overhead. Even in the loud and bustling city,

of them, standing watch like a great clutch of ancient and

the noise from the old man’s violent coughing would have

grizzled sentinels. These trees had been here for many ages

been enough to send the rats fleeing in fear from beneath the

past. They had been a part of this earth long before the

floorboards of every tenement from the Second to Seventh

shadows, long before the darkness.

Holy Stations. A dark discomfort settled in the pit of his
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stomach. A sudden knot formed in his throat, his breakfast

was still sitting on it, playing on it. He smiled, recalling those

threatening to return on him, he suspected.

happy days of childhood. Things had changed so much since

“It’s too quiet, this place. Have you ever seen any place so

then. His smile turned slowly into a frown.

quiet?”

While much of the forest floor here was covered in the

The old man sucked in a great gasp of air as some of the

same rich, dark soil, here and there a thick patch of soft,

colour returned to his face, “Do I look like someone that

green grass bloomed. Occasionally wildflowers jutted up

frequents woods like these, boy?”

proudly, their vibrant petals shining in the punctuated

The look he gave Garett made it plain enough that he was,

sunlight that seemed to pierce the darkness here at random.

indeed, not a man that frequented the woods, and that he

Leaves, shining in hues of gold and brown and red, laid piled

would clearly hear no more on the subject.

at the feet of ancient pine and maple and oak trees. All

Garett looked back down at the earth below him, quickly

around him signs of life bloomed and toiled, yet all around

brooking the worry that he wanted to share with the old

them the silence fell like the great, heavy curtain of a grave.

man. He kicked his booted foot gently against the soft soil

Despite the dark and the gloom, Garett liked the smell of

that covered the ground. The earth of the forest was spongy,

the trees. It was a different smell. A clean smell. Living in the

the result of decades of death and decay, the ever-moving life

Sixth Station, one got used to the smells of the city. The smell

cycle. It was not like the hard, cold ground of the city, with

of pollution, the smell of industry and waste. In the trees,

its hues of greys and browns. It reminded him of the old

there was no industry - no pollution. Around him, the air was

carpet that had covered the floor of his grandmother’s salon.

sweet with the smell of bark and earth. There was a perfume

The brown one with the little knots and patterns. He had

to it. It was a deliciously thick smell that made you want to

spent so much time on that rug when he was a child. He

take more and more of it into your lungs, until you were

wondered if it was still there somewhere, if some other child

swept away into a blur of dizziness and imagination. It was
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as if his lungs had never truly breathed in air before now -

Garett knew how he had ended up in these ominous

they could not drink enough of their fill of this sweet and

woods.

clean cocktail of air.

When he had joined the Holy Station Mandate Guard, he

“Do you think this is how the air is in the First Station?”

had thought it to be a great calling. When he was growing up

Garett asked his aged comrade curiously, breaking from his

as a young boy in the Sixth Station, he had dreamed of the

anxiety and trepidation.

day he would get to walk the streets of the Seven Holy

“How would I know that? Never been to the First Station,

Stations, maintaining order and keeping the citizens safe

have I?”

from the criminals that lurked behind every bin and in every

“Oh,” Garett looked down at the ground again. The old

alley. He had dreamed of the day he would don one of those

man’s voice was coarse and sharp. It reminded him of the

black uniforms, working every day to uphold the values and

accent of his grandfather - rife with that thick, rhotic accent

morals of the Holy Mother Church and the city that he loved

of the lower stations. It was the voice of a working man, a

so much. But things had always had a way of never turning

man who had been born among the lowest of the low. But the

out just the way he wanted them to.

old man standing beside him now was an officer of the Holy

By the time Garett had graduated Mandate Training

Station Mandate Guard, a great and honourable order to

Academy, it was clear that he would make no great protector

hold. Garett wondered how his churlish partner had risen so

of The Stations. During training academy, he had failed

high from such a low station. Garett was puzzled as to why

nearly every single academic test, often setting new

someone of such a high rank, who had seemingly come from

record-lows that many of his ReEducators had never seen

so little, had landed himself on a mission so pointless as this

before in their decades of reeducation. When it came to the

one was quickly becoming.

physical mandates, he had scored only slightly better, making
grades that were just high enough to keep him clinging on to
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his reeducation programmes. When it had come to the Great

was designed the protect the mandates from dangerous

Mandates and the Seven Holy Requirements, things had

situations on the streets of the Holy Stations. Depending

gotten even worse for him.

upon Assignment, a restrainer could feature anywhere from

Garett shivered as a sudden cold came upon him. His

two to seven settings, several of which were fatal when

stomach rolled, and he shook his head quickly, turning his

required. The day Garett had left the Academy, he had been

thoughts away from the Great Mandates and the

issued a KF-237 restrainer, along with the lowest of

Requirements that had asked so much of them all.

assignments - street patrol, Sixth and Seventh Stations. It

He looked up at the canopy passing above him as they

was a basic weapon, and was constructed to deal only with

walked on through the wood. It seemed like it had gotten

the most basic of criminals that might be encountered in one

even darker while he had been lost in his thoughts. Beside

of the lower stations. Criminals likened to fruit thieves and

him, his partner walked on in the same obstinate silence he

petty criminals.

always did, looking ahead and occasionally to each side, his

Next to him, the old man turned and quickly drew one of

thin, wavy grey hair bobbing along with jerky movements of

his two restrainers from the tight, black double holster that

his wide, bent shoulders. Garett heard a noise behind him

he wore strapped around either side of his chest. Unlike

and started quickly, turning around and putting his hand

Garett’s, his restrainer was larger, a dark grey, and featured

down quickly on the small grey restrainer that was strapped

several large, brightly colored buttons right along the top, all

tightly to his waist. His thumb came to rest on the small

the way to the hammer. His restrainer was a KS-431D. It

safety button that jutted up from the handle of the light-grey

was one of the most lethal of all of the restrainers, and was

restrainer.

reserved for those Holy Guards that dealt with only the most

Every mandate that left the Mandate Holy Training

serious of crimes. He aimed it into the growing shadows

Academy was issued a small grey restrainer. The restrainer
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around them, and closed one eye, lining up the site to the

of the city walls before. Memories of his grandmother’s

emptiness behind them.

bedtime stories began to flash through his mind. He could

Garett looked from his grizzled partner to the empty

still remember many of those tales by heart; all the tales of

woods around them. His breath was coming rapidly all of a

lurkers and children that went missing in the shadows.

sudden, his heart pounding in his ears.

“Isn’t that dangerous,” he muttered meekly, “I thought we

“What was that?”

were supposed to ensure that we reported back to the Holy

The old man looked around at the silent, empty woods, “It

Guard before nightfall?” The old man looked at him with a

was nothing. An animal most like. Rat or gravin. Nothing to

look of absolute disgust, the lines in his face growing even

scare men.”

deeper.

Garett looked at him suspiciously. Growing up in the Sixth

“Well, the Holy Guard doesn’t have a reporting station this

Station, he was familiar with the sounds of rats and gravins

far out in the woods, does it? Huck, huck, huck.” The old man

as well. But, this had sounded much larger, like a man

was seized again by a fit of coughing as he threw his large

lumbering through the brush behind them.

black survival bag on the ground. Garett could hear the tins

They had stopped in the middle of the clearing, which the

and supplies rattling and bouncing around inside of the sack

old man looked around now, surveying the area around them

as it hit the soft, black ground beneath it.

with a well honed eye. The sun was obviously fading now,

“I’ve never slept outside of the city, before.” He looked at

the darkness growing all around them.

the old man apprehensively.

“We’ll have to make camp here for the night,” he mumbled

“As it happens, neither have I,” he choked out between

gruffly, “the shadows have grown too great and we’ve come

body-racking coughs, “but I suppose neither one of us will be

too far. We won’t make it back out before sundown.” Garett

the worse for it.”

looked at him nervously. He had never spent a night outside
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As the coughs began to pass, the old man shoved the dirty

something about those great, hulking trees looming overhead

handkerchief back into his breast armour, and began to

that seemed to give you a sense of being so small, so

unpack his large black survival bag. After a few minutes of

vulnerable. It was not like he had never seen big things

unpacking and getting organised for their night among the

before. In the city, some of the buildings soared until it

trees, he sent Garett off among the growing shadows to

seemed they touched the sky. Floor after floor of concrete,

collect wood for a fire. Garett protested, but the old man

steel and glass. In the First Station, it was said that the

insisted.

Mother Church was so tall that it brushed the moon when it

“So you’d have us starve the night away and freeze to our

hung full in the sky, and that from the top of it, you could see

bones besides? No. You’ll go an get firewood as I’ve

all of the Seven Holy Stations, as well as the Great Wood,

instructed you. And none of that green stuff. It will only

Plains of Erodeah and beyond.

smoke. Only the dead stuff. Off the forest floor.” He turned

These great, brooding trees did not touch the moon, and

around and began to unpack the great black emergency

Garett doubted whether you could even see the entire Great

encampment shelter.

Wood from the top of the tallest one, but there was

Garett could tell that the old man would take no

something about this place that captivated him nonetheless.

arguments, so he set off, his restrainer strapped tightly

There was something so grand about it, so dark, yet so…

around his waist, safety flicked into the off position.

pure. As he wandered through the silent darkness, he

There was something so unsettling, yet so undeniably

imagined this place in the sun, bursting with life, the bark of

beautiful and comforting about these woods. While he did

the trees warm to the touch. He wondered if maybe his

not relish the idea of spending the night in a place so exposed

Corporal Sergeant would allow him to come here when he

and foreign, he imagined he would wave goodbye to this

took his annual leave. He would like to do that one day when

place with sadness in his heart on the morrow. There was

the sun was shining and he wasn’t on a mission with a
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cantankerous old man. It would be nice to lounge here,
among the trees, listening to bird-song and breathing in that
nice, clean fresh air. Garett bet that this is exactly what the
air was like in the First Holy Station.
As he returned to the clearing, arms full of dry brush,
twigs and branches, he saw that the old man had already set
up the compact housing units, or CHU’s. They were simply a
portable and highly durable tent, made of heavy-duty
tarpaulin, and enforced with rigid steel poles. He made his
way towards the old man, who sat in the centre of the camp,
carving what looked like a slender stick. Garrett dropped the
wood down beside the hastily dug fire pit, and looked at his
wizened old comrade. He was about to say something when a
sudden snap made him turn around and peer into the
growing shadows.
That’s when they heard the screams.
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